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Our Marlow Explorer 80E, Hull #5, is one of three Marlow Explorers in transit from our
environmentally green manufacturing facility in the Garden City of Xiamen, China to Florida for
display at the 2016 Miami International Boat Show.
The ever popular command bridge option has been chosen by the customer for his new semi-custom
Marlow Explorer. Carrying 4000 gallons of fuel in proprietary tanks that allow a 97% fuel capacity
burn in complete safety, this long ranger will, like her sisters, show her transom to the fleet in open
water high speed sprints of approximately 30 knots or far higher speed in long range mode, unequaled
by so called long distance and much slower offshore cruisers. The Marlow 80 can cross from Ocean
Reef to Bimini, Bahamas in just over two hours or voyage from Ocean Reef to Labrador at speeds up
to 30% higher than other vessels touted as Offshore passagemakers, without refueling.
Unparalleled specifications to the highest of classification societies and choice of materials that have
no peer, installed after careful engineering and design review are the hallmark and pedigree of this and
all Marlow Yachts, without exception. In fact no other yacht of similar size and type has ever achieved
the exalted classification status from the most stringent world bodies that Marlow enjoys.
A custom built in bar in the spacious salon enhances the entertainment capabilities while forward of
the galley there is a large built-in dining settee. This four stateroom with crew quarters offers unique
storage solutions and is built to make your cruising experience most enjoyable and memorable.
There are no crowded spaces in this stunning model as every area is spacious, including the engine
room, machinery spaces and crew accommodations.
Come see us at the NEW LOCATION – Miami Marine Stadium Park and Basin on Virginia Key
Pier 8 during the Miami International Boat Show!
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Marlow Explorer 80E Specifications
Centerline Length – 84’ 0”
LOA – 86’ 8”
Length Waterline – 74’ 10”
Beam – 21’ 6”
Draft – 5’ 3”
Displacement (approximate) – 125,000 lbs
Fuel Capacity – 4000 gals
Water Capacity – 600 gals

North American and International Inquiries:
Web:
Email:
Phone:

www.marlowyachts.com
sales@marlowyachts.com
800-362-2657
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